Directional asymmetries in vestibular reflexes have aided the diagnosis of vestibular lesions; however, potential asymmetries in vestibular perception have not been well defined. This investigation sought to measure potential asymmetries in human vestibular perception. Vestibular perception thresholds were measured in 24 healthy human subjects between the ages of 21 and 68 years. Stimuli consisted of a single cycle of sinusoidal acceleration in a single direction lasting 1 or 2 s (1 or 0.5 Hz), delivered in sway (leftright), surge (forward-backward), heave (up-down), or yaw rotation. Subject identified self-motion directions were analyzed using a forced choice technique, which permitted thresholds to be independently determined for each direction. Non-motion stimuli were presented to measure possible response bias. A significant directional asymmetry in the dynamic response occurred in 27% of conditions tested within subjects, and in at least one type of motion in 92% of subjects. Directional asymmetries were usually consistent when retested in the same subject but did not occur consistently in one direction across the population with the exception of heave at 0.5 Hz. Responses during null stimuli presentation suggested that asymmetries were not due to biased guessing. Multiple models were applied and compared to determine if sensitivities were direction specific. Using Akaike information criterion, it was found that the model with direction specific sensitivities better described the data in 86% of runs when compared with a model that used the same sensitivity for both directions. Mean thresholds for yaw were 1.3±0.9°/s at 0.5 Hz and 0.9±0.7°/s at 1 Hz and were independent of age. Thresholds for surge and sway were 1.7±0.8 cm/s at 0.5 Hz and 0.7±0.3 cm/s at 1.0 Hz for subjects G50 and were significantly higher in subjects 950 years old. Heave thresholds were higher and were independent of age.
INTRODUCTION
Asymmetry in vestibular reflexes has been useful in the diagnosis of vestibular lesions. The initiation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) (Halmagyi and Curthoys 1988) , caloric irrigation (Bárány 1921) , and vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (VEMP) (Welgampola and Colebatch 2005) are now the basis of standard clinical tests whose diagnostic value is based at least partly on the presence of asymmetric responses. The reason that degree of asymmetry is useful in these tests is because the range of normal asymmetry is known. However, there has been very little done to investigate potential vestibular perception asymmetries, even in healthy individuals.
Most of our understanding of vestibular physiology comes by way of understanding the vestibular control of reflexes including the VOR (Halmagyi and Curthoys 1988; Crane and Demer 1998) , postural responses (Liaw et al. 2009), and VEMP (Welgampola and Colebatch 2005) . However, vestibular reflexes and vestibular perception arise from fundamentally different mecha-nisms (Merfeld et al. 2005a, b) . Thus, it is not surprising that symptoms of vestibular disease including dizziness and vertigo are at best poorly correlated with tests of vestibular reflexes (Kanayama et al. 1995; Perez et al. 2003) .
There has been only a hint of perceptual asymmetry in prior studies. Benson and colleagues performed a linear motion perception task in which normal subjects were encouraged to press a button if they were unsure of the direction of movement. These results suggested motion perception thresholds may be direction specific, but no attempts to define direction specific thresholds were made (Benson et al. 1986) . A recent review also discusses the possibility of vestibular biases (Merfeld 2011) and mentions that two otherwise normal subjects were excluded from a prior report on vestibular thresholds due to significant asymmetries (Grabherr et al. 2008) .
The incidence of balance disturbances increases significantly with each decade beyond the age of 40 years (Agrawal et al. 2009 ). Similarly, vestibular neurons are progressively lost beyond the age of 40 years (Engstrom et al. 1974; Lopez et al. 1997; Rauch et al. 2001) . Vestibular reflexes including the VOR (Stefansson and Imoto 1986; Tian et al. 2001) , spinal reflexes (Liaw et al. 2009 ), and VEMP (Nguyen et al. 2010 ) also decline with age. Most prior studies of motion perception have focused on a population under age 40 (Walsh 1961; Benson et al. 1986 Grabherr et al. 2008; MacNeilage et al. 2010; Mallery et al. 2010; Soyka et al. 2011 ), but when older subjects were included, advanced age was associated with higher perceptual thresholds in fore-aft motion (Kingma 2005) .
Forced choice methods have now standardized threshold determination in several fields of psychophysics (Treutwein 1995; Leek 2001; Knill and Pouget 2004) , and these techniques are now the standard method of assessing motion perception thresholds Grabherr et al. 2008; Gu et al. 2008; MacNeilage et al. 2010; Mallery et al. 2010) . These techniques have the advantage of largely eliminating the tendency to bias one choice, but make the assumption that the choices have equal thresholds. If the asymmetry encountered in vestibular reflexes persists in perceptual testing, then perception may be directionally asymmetric. This could be detected using standard psychometric techniques if it was present as a bias (i.e., if the psychometric function was shifted so that the mean was no longer zero). However, a bias implies that when stationary, the subject would perceive motion that does not occur in healthy subjects, and to our knowledge such a bias has not been published.
Asymmetries in the VOR have been demonstrated with asymmetric vestibular function and occur such that the response to stimulation is greater in one direction. This classically occurs with unilateral vestibular lesions in response to a rapid head rotation (Halmagyi and Curthoys 1988) but can also occur in response to whole body rotation . Caloric testing will also often demonstrate an asymmetry in the absence of spontaneous nystagmus (Bárány 1921; Jacobson and Means 1985) . But significant asymmetry in the caloric response is also present in as many as 15-22% of normal individuals (Becker 1979) . Interestingly, these tests can demonstrate asymmetries in even when there is no spontaneous nystagmus, such as occurs after compensation. This suggests that the sensitivity of the vestibular system can be direction specific and does not need to occur as a simple offset of the null position.
A goal of this research was to determine the degree of symmetry in vestibular perception. The current paper presents a forced choice technique that allows direction specific self-motion thresholds and the effect of age on these thresholds to be determined.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Equipment
Motion stimuli were delivered using a 6-degree-offreedom motion platform (Moog, East Aurora, NY, model 6DOF2000E) similar to that used in other laboratories for human motion perception studies (Grabherr et al. 2008; Fetsch et al. 2009; MacNeilage et al. 2010) . Subjects were seated in a padded racing seat (Corbeau, Sandy UT, model FX-1) mounted on the platform (Fig. 1) . A four-point racing style harness held the body in place. The head was held in an openface motorcycle helmet with a chinstrap. Helmets were available in six sizes to allow each subject to be fit appropriately. Once the subject was seated, the helmet was firmly attached to the motion platform using a custom-built structure that allowed adjustment for the subject's size and comfort. The head was aligned with the midpoint of the platform. The head was anchored via a rigid aluminum structure, which attached to the right side of the helmet and pushed the head back into a head rest attached to the seat to provide further stability. The helmet covered the ears, thus reducing the sound made by the platform.
The noise from the platform was similar regardless of motion direction. Tests were completed in darkness to see if the platform direction could be determined from the sound during the fastest (largest) stimuli used in this experiment. This was completed with the subject stationary. The subject was not able to determine the motion direction in this sound only condition better than would be expected by chance (data not shown).
Sounds from the platform were further masked using a white noise stimulus reproduced from two platform-mounted speakers on either side of the subject. Other studies of vestibular perception using a similar type of motion platform have also used masking noise which was presented at 60 dB with the addition of ear plugs (Grabherr et al. 2008) or via headphones (MacNeilage et al. 2010) . The intensity of the masking noise used in the current study varied with time as a half-sine wave so that the peak masking noise occurred at the same time the peak velocity was reached. This created a masking noise similar to the noise made by the platform. Sound levels at the location of the subject were measured using a Quest Technologies, model 1900 sound level meter (Quest Technologies, Oconomowoc, WI, USA). Average sound pressure level (SPL) of the ambient sound was 58 dB, with a peak level of 68 dB when no motion was delivered. The masking noise had a peak of 92 dB. The motion platform had a peak noise level of 84 dB for velocities of 30°or cm/s for movements in the horizontal plane (yaw, surge, and sway) and 88 dB for heave. At 15 cm/s, the peak noise of the platform was 74 dB for horizontal plane motion and 78 dB for heave. The masking sound intensity was the same for every stimulus independent of the stimulus velocity. At 7.5 cm/s, the peak platform noise was 70 dB for horizontal plane motion and 71 dB for heave. Below 7.5 cm/s, the peak noise of the platform was lower than the peak of the ambient noise in the room (68 dB). The platform noise was similar at each peak velocity for both 1.0 and 0.5 Hz stimuli. No masking noise was used between stimuli. We found this type of masking much more effective than a continuous masking noise of constant intensity. The experiment was conducted in complete darkness. At the request of a reviewer, in two subjects (#1 and #10) who had a large amount of baseline data, the experiment was repeated using head phones (Fig. 7A, day 7, and Fig. 7C, days 3 and 4) to apply the masking noise rather than using the speakers. This was done to eliminate the potential of using masking sound reflecting off fixed objects in the room to identify the movement direction. Additionally in these two subjects, there were four additional trials in each subject using conditions known to produce significant asymmetries ( . These results were similar to the prior results indicating that the masking noise did not provide a cue to movement direction.
Responses were collected using a three-button control box that the subject held. The center button was pressed by the subject to initiate each stimulus. The two buttons at either end were used to identify the perceived direction of motion. The subject was instructed to hold the box in an orientation appropriate for the experiment, i.e., so that the end buttons were aligned with the direction of motion.
Stimuli
The stimulus consisted of a sine wave in acceleration, which lasted 1 or 2 s (1 or 0.5 Hz) (Fig. 2 and Eq. 1) and occurred in a single direction. Four types of motion were tested including yaw (rotation about an earth vertical axis), sway (lateral translation), surge (anterior/posterior translation), and heave (up/down translation). Each frequency and motion type was tested in separate block of trials, which consisted of two staircases with 55 stimuli each (110 stimuli total). The stimulus can be described in the acceleration [a(t)], velocity [v(t)], or position [d(t)] domains given the frequency in hertz (f) and total displacement ( D ) (Eqs. 1-3). The motion platform required a position signal [d(t) ] at a resolution of 60 Hz (Fig. 2 and Eq. 3). Prior work on threshold determination has shown that peak velocity (2Df) is the most consistent measurement of rotation threshold Grabherr et al. 2008) ; therefore, we have consistently specified the stimulus in FIG. 1 . Experimental setup. The subject was seated in the racing seat on top the motion platform. The body was held in place using a fourpoint harness and the head was held in place with a motorcycle helmet mounted directly to the motion platform. The button box used to collect the subject's responses is seen in the subject's hand.
terms of peak velocity. These motion profiles were chosen because they contain no discontinuities in acceleration, velocity, or position, and they have previously been used for threshold determination Grabherr et al. 2008) . Stimuli were designed to have a similar peak velocity across frequencies. The peak velocity and peak acceleration for each stimulus type is shown in Table 1 .
Three checks were made to ensure the intended stimulus was accurately delivered to the subject. First, the position was independently measured using a laser mounted on the platform, which marked position on a ruler mounted to the wall. Using this method, the position of the platform was extremely reproducible and accurate to the resolution of this technique (about 0.5 mm for translation and 0.1°for rotation) for the range of movements tested. Second, the acceleration was measured using a three-axis linear accelerometer (Model ADXL05EM-3, ±4 G range; Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA) mounted on the motion platform 1 m behind the center of rotation, which permitted direct measurement of translational acceleration and calculation of angular acceleration. Low pass filtration of the command signal by the platform dynamics (Gu et al. 2006) led to a peak velocity that was 94% of that predicted by the command signal alone. Measured acceleration was compared to the predicted movement of the motion platform after accounting for filtration of the command signal by the platform dynamics. It was found that the acceleration and velocity determined from the accelerometer agreed with the calculated trajectory (Fig. 2) . Finally, data was collected with a three-axis accelerometer attached to a bite bar so that the acceleration experienced by the head could be directly compared with the stimulus delivered, and measured on the platform. This confirmed that the stimulus delivered to the head was directionally symmetric and similar to platform motion with no significant decoupling for the types of stimuli used (Fig. 3) .
Experimental procedure
Subjects were instructed that during each block of trials they would move in one of two directions. Following stimulus delivery, they were prompted to push one of two buttons to select the direction of perceived movement. Subjects were encouraged to guess if they did not know the direction of motion. To discourage biased guesses towards one direction, subjects were informed that there would be an equal number of movements in each direction. The experiment was practiced a few The example shown was for a lateral (sway) translation with a 30 cm/ s peak velocity and frequency of 1 Hz. This was the most demanding stimuli to reproduce. Acceleration was measured using an analog accelerometer mounted on the motion platform and is shown as a dark solid line in (A). The acceleration signal was numerically integrated to determine velocity and position in (B) and (C) which agreed very closely with the known dynamics.
times in the light to ensure comprehension of the task prior to data collection in darkness.
Prior to stimulus delivery, the subject heard a 500-Hz, 0.125-s single tone to signal that the next stimulus was ready. The stimulus was delivered immediately after the subject pressed the start button. After the stimulus was delivered, two 0.125-s tones were played in rapid succession to indicate the stimulus had been delivered and suggest that one of two response buttons should be pressed. These tones were played from speakers mounted to the motion platform to eliminate any potential auditory localization cues. When a response button was pressed, a key click sound was played which did not depend on the accuracy of the response, but indicated that the subject's selection had been recognized by the program. If no response was entered within 2 s, a "timeout sound" was played (a low frequency buzz). After either a response or timeout, the platform returned to the center starting position using a motion profile similar to the stimulus but taking 0.5 s longer. This lead to a lower velocity return movement designed to avoid giving cues to the initial motion direction.
Stimuli were chosen from two independent staircases, with each staircase representing a single direction of motion (e.g., one right and one left). As subjects answered correctly, they would "step-down" the staircase, meaning that stimuli were presented at lower peak velocities. Similarly, as subjects answered incorrectly, stimuli were presented at higher peak velocities, indicating a "step-up" on the staircase. Prior to each stimulus, one directional staircase was randomly chosen, making the direction unpredictable to the subject. The algorithm that chose the staircase tended to favor the staircase with more stimulus presentations remaining (similar to pulling marbles of two colors out of a bag) and would allow no more than five stimuli in a row in one direction.
The initial stimulus was at the maximum peak velocity (30°/s or cm/s at 1 Hz, and 15°/s or cm/s at 0.5 Hz, Table 1 ). The maximum stimulus was limited by the maximum distance the device could move, which was 15 cm of translation and 15°of rotation. Although the device was capable of moving slightly further than these figures, these were the maximums used because motion was less smooth near the limits. After the direction was identified correctly twice in succession, the stimulus was made more difficult by decreasing its magnitude by 50%. Each single time the direction was identified incorrectly, the magnitude was doubled up to a maximum value (two up, one down). Fifty-five stimuli were given in each staircase so there were a total of 110 stimulus presentations (including null stimuli if given) in each block of trials. Having direction specific staircases permitted independent adjustment of the stimulus magnitude in each direction.
A potential problem with this method was that if the thresholds were asymmetric, the subject might be aware from other cues (such as noise or vibration) that the magnitude of the stimuli was greater in one direction Peak velocity is given in centimeters or degrees per second as calculated by Eq. (2), peak acceleration was calculated by Eq. (1). Note that for stimuli with similar peak velocities, peak acceleration at 1.0 Hz is twice that seen at 0.5 Hz than the other. It would then be possible for perception of the stimulus magnitude alone to provide cues to which staircase they were on and hence their direction of motion. Preliminary experiments using this method in four subjects found one subject who was able to use this technique to decrease the asymmetry of his thresholds. To address this issue, the algorithm allowed each staircase to present a stimulus in the opposite direction (e.g., the right staircase would sometimes present a stimulus to the left) when the level of the two staircases differed in magnitude. If the staircases were one level apart, the probability of delivering a stimulus in the opposite direction was 30%. If the staircases were separated by two or more levels, the probability of delivering an opposite direction stimulus was 50%. This made it so subjects could not identify from which staircase a stimulus was presented using magnitude alone. A maximum of two opposite direction stimuli were delivered consecutively. The accuracy of responses entered for the opposite direction stimuli were not used to adjust the level of the staircase, so that the stimulus magnitude would continue to reflect only the accuracy of responses in the primary direction of the staircase.
To determine if asymmetries were due to biased guessing in one direction, we introduced stimulus presentations where no motion was delivered (i.e., null stimuli). Because the platform has some amount of vibration and sound associated with motion, preliminary experiments revealed that stimulus presentations in which no motion occurred were obvious to the subject. Instead, a null stimulus was designed to be the same duration as the other stimuli but formed from a sum of three sine waves at 1.2, 2, and 5 Hz, each of which had a magnitude of 0.3 mm. Multiplying this sum of sine by half a sine wave ensured that the motion would begin and end at the origin. Thus, the maximum displacement of the motion was less than 1 mm, and the net displacement was zero. A similar stimulus of appropriate duration was given after the response was entered to simulate a return to the origin. The null stimulus only occurred after at least 10 stimuli had been presented in a staircase. Thus, these null stimuli would only be included when the motion was near the subject's threshold to avoid alerting the subject that a null stimulus was given. The null stimulus occurred at a 20% probability starting with the 10th stimulus presentation so that on average 18 null stimuli were delivered during the experiment.
In nine subjects, at least one and often several blocks of trials were repeated using similar testing conditions on a different testing session and day. This was done to test the stability of responses over multiple testing sessions. The exact number of repetitions for a given testing condition depended largely on the availability of the subject, but conditions that demonstrated larger directional differences in thresholds tended to be repeated. To prevent biasing, the statistics on population were calculated using only a single mean value when same condition was tested multiple times in a single subject.
Subjects
A total of 24 subjects participated in the experiment. Sixteen were male and eight female. Ages ranged from 21 to 68 (39±17, mean±standard deviation). Experimental time was limited to 90 min in each session to maintain subject alertness. A block of trials usually took 15 min to complete. Most subjects participated in multiple sessions. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. The protocol was approved by the University of Rochester Research Science Review Board.
Subjects were screened prior to participation. The screening included caloric testing, an audiogram, visual acuity testing, and screening questions to rule out any known history of vestibular disease or cognitive deficit. Based on these results, the subjects had normal peripheral vestibular function and hearing.
Analysis
The data was analyzed to determine thresholds using three methods. Initially, responses were analyzed by plotting the peak stimulus velocity against the fraction of responses in the positive direction (e.g., right, forward, up). Using this technique, the data could be fit to a Gaussian cumulative distribution function specified by a sigma (σ) and mean (μ). This method was known as the single sigma (SS) cumulative Gaussian function described by the following equation:
This Eq. (4) can describe asymmetries using only an offset of the mean or bias. However, this function frequently did not fit the observed data well, such as that shown in Figure 4A .
A second method was devised to explore the possibility that the responses might be better described using a hybrid dual sigma (DS), psychometric function with a separate sigma on the positive (σ p ), and negative (σ n ) side of the mean (σ): Although such a function is continuous because the mean (μ) is the same on both sides, the derivative is not continuous because the slope is different on each side of the mean. This limited the methods that could be used to fit parameters of this function to the data.
It would be expected that the DS function would fit any data set better because it has three parameters instead of two for the SS function. The best fit to the data collected for a subject's responses was determined for both functions using a general purpose numerical method previously described Li 1994, 1996) . To determine the relative quality of the two models, we applied the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1992)and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978) both of which consider the accuracy of the fit and assign a penalty for including extra parameters. They were computed using the number of data points (n), sum squared error (SSE), and number of free parameters (k) as follows; with more negative values indicating the model yields a better characterization of the data: The size of the plot symbols is proportional to the number of stimulus presentations at a given velocity and direction. Data from the same block of trials is plotted in both panels. Ranges in parentheses represent the 95% confidence interval of the curve fit parameters. A Peak velocity on a linear scale plotted against the fraction of backward responses. The dashed line represents the single sigma (SS) Gaussian function best fit to the data, and the solid line represents the best fit using a hybrid dual sigma (DS) function in which the sigma can be varied independently on both sides of the mean. The distribution of the data points suggests that a SS Gaussian function cannot accurately describe the responses in both directions. The Bayesian Information Criteria was −406 for the single sigma method and −530 for the dual sigma method indicating the data is better characterized by the dual sigma method. B A method of determining thresholds using log velocity (LV). The log of the absolute value of peak velocity plotted against the fraction of correct responses for the same data. The dashed line represents the single sigma Gaussian function best fit to the backward data, and the solid line represents the best fit to the forward data.
Because the number of data points in each condition was always more than 7, the BIC always gave a bigger penalty to the model with more parameters.
The third method of measuring response asymmetry was also investigated by separately fitting functions to data collected in each direction using the log of velocity (LV) as shown in Figure 4B and similar to that suggested in a recent review (Merfeld 2011). For responses well below the threshold, it would be expected that the accuracy of response would be due to chance alone or 50% (assuming an unbiased response, which the prior methods supported). Thus, the Gaussian function was fit over 0.5 to 1.0 (Fig. 4B) . The threshold was defined as the mean of the best-fitting cumulative Gaussian when plotting the log of the absolute value of velocity against the percent of correct responses. The mean of such a function occurs at the point where 75% of responses are correct. Using the previously described SS and DS methods, the sigma identifies the 84% correct point; thus, the LV method tended to estimate slightly lower thresholds. This method allowed fitting of a standard Gaussian function which had a continuously defined derivative and permitted use of an established Monte Carlo maximum-likelihood criteria allowing for a small lapse rate as previously described (Wichmann and Hill 2001a, b) and used by others (Fetsch et al. 2009; MacNeilage et al. 2010) . The bootstrapping method of this technique permitted fits to be repeated several times to determine the range of uncertainty in the curve fit parameters which was not possible using the fitting method applied to the SS/DS techniques.
The asymmetry of responses was calculated using an asymmetry index (AI), which was defined as the log base 2 of the threshold in the positive direction (i.e., right, forward, or up) divided by the threshold in the negative direction (left, backward, or down) using the LV data. Thus, if the two thresholds were equal, the AI would be zero; if the threshold to the right were twice that of the left, the AI would be 1; and if the threshold to the left were four times, the threshold to the right the AI would be −2.
To determine if an AI was significant for a given block of trials, it was calculated using the bootstrapping method as described above (Wichmann and Hill 2001a, b) . Thresholds from 2,000 pairs of curve fits were compared to psychometric functions for opposite direction responses so that 2,000 AIs were determined for each run. After the mean value was found, the number of AIs on the opposite side of zero was used to determine a p value. Thus, if in 20 sets of fits (1%) the AI were on the opposite side of zero, the p value would be 0.01. Student's t test was used to compare continuous data, and statistical significance was defined as p G0.05. Differences in frequencies of responses for null stimuli were compared using the Pearson chi-square test. Spearman's rank-order coefficient was used to determine correlation between variables. To determine reproducibility of thresholds in the subset of subjects in whom a run of trials was repeated on multiple days, ANOVA was used. Confidence intervals for responses to null stimuli were calculated assuming a normal distribution (Macmillan and Creelman 2005) where H is the fraction of responses of one type and N is the number of responses:
Subjects were separated into two groups to determine the potential effects of age. Subjects were divided by the age of 50 years. This age was chosen to create a significant age gap between the two groups with an older group representative of ages where balance disorders typically occur and the younger group more representative of the ages of subjects used in prior studies of vestibular perception. Sixteen were younger than 50 and eight were older than 50.
RESULTS
Motion perception thresholds were measured for yaw, sway, surge, and heave. Stimuli were delivered at both 0.5 and 1.0 Hz in separate blocks of trials. Because of the time involved and the availability of subjects, not all conditions could be tested in all subjects. There were four types of motion at two frequencies, or a total of eight test types. All subjects completed at least four test types with the average being 5.8±1 test types completed (mean±SD). Data from a single subject in one test type (surge at 0.5 Hz) is shown in Figure 4 . As displayed in panel A (Fig. 4A) , the responses suggest the sigma of the psychometric function may be different in the forward and backward directions. Thus, a DS Gaussian function may better characterize the responses in both directions. In panel B (Fig. 4B) , the same data is plotted as the fraction of correct responses with the stimulus plotted on a logarithmic scale, again depicting the asymmetry in this subject's responses.
Direction specific perceptual thresholds determined using the LV method are plotted for each test type by subject number in Figure 5 . In subjects where the test was repeated in multiple sessions, the average for the sessions was reported. The DS method yielded direction specific sigmas that were qualitatively similar to the means found using the LV method. For the positive direction, there was a significant correlation An asterisk indicates that a threshold was not shown in that subject because it the subject could not reliably identify the largest stimulus.
RODITI AND CRANE: Asymmetries in Motion Perception
(R =0.70, p G0.001) with the mean from the LV method averaging 43% of the sigma from the DS method. A similar correlation existed in the negative direction (R=0.67, pG0.001) with the mean from the LV method averaging 41% of the sigma from the DS fit. Because the LV and DS method produced qualitatively similar direction specific thresholds, asymmetry was reported using the LV method because it offered the advantage of being able to use bootstrapping to produce confidence intervals. In a few subjects and conditions, the subject could not reliably determine the direction of the stimulus even at the maximum stimulus for that condition. During heave (up-down) at 0.5 Hz, the threshold could not be determined for two subjects (#22 and #14) in either direction, and in a single direction in an additional four subjects (#4, #5, #6, and #9). In one of these subjects (#22), motion thresholds for backwards motion could also not be determined at 0.5 or 1.0 Hz. All of these subjects were older than 50, with the exception of one 21-year-old subject (#23) who could not reliably identify sway towards the right at 1 Hz. Thus, results for these conditions are not reported, although, it can be assumed that the threshold was beyond that which could be measured using the current apparatus and experimental design (20 cm or°/s for 1 Hz, and 10 cm or°/s at 0.5 Hz).
POTENTIAL BIAS
The bias was determined from the mean of both SS and DS Gaussian fits such as that shown in Figure 4A . The mean tended to be larger in blocks of trials when the sigma was larger, but when expressed as a fraction of sigma, the absolute value of the mean was 21% of the standard deviation for a SS Gaussian fit and 26% of the averaged of the positive and negative standard deviations for a DS Gaussian fit. The small difference in the means between the two techniques was significant (p=0.01, t test), although both methods demonstrated only slight deviation from zero.
To further test the possibility that some subjects may have a bias, null stimuli were included in trial blocks completed by 12 of the 24 subjects for a total of 46 blocks of trials. A mean of 18±4 (mean±SD, range 10 to 27) null stimuli were delivered during the average trial block that included null stimuli.
In three subjects who were familiar with the design of the experiment, trial blocks were conducted to determine their ability to differentiate null stimuli from motion stimuli near their vestibular threshold. These stimuli could not be differentiated better than by chance. The remaining subjects were not aware at the time of testing that some stimuli did not include any net motion.
In only two of the 46 blocks of trials that included null stimuli was 0.50 outside the 95% confidence interval for the subject's responses, no different than that expected by chance. In two subjects (#1 and #10), test conditions that were known to have significant perceptual asymmetries (sway at 0.5 Hz for #1 and heave at 0.5 Hz #10) were repeated multiple times with the presence of null stimuli to improve statistical power, but data from these combined blocks of trials were also not significantly different from 50 to 50 even though the asymmetry persisted. These results confirm that the asymmetries noted cannot be explained by biased guessing in one direction as this bias was not seen with null stimulus presentations.
The possibility that asymmetry might be correlated with guessing one response more frequently than the other was investigated by plotting the AI against the fraction of positive responses (i.e., right, up, or forward) (Fig. 6 ), but these measures were poorly correlated (R=0.25) and the trend was not significant (Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient, p=0.13).
DIRECTION SPECIFIC THRESHOLDS
The hypothesis that the data was best characterized by asymmetries in directional sensitivity was tested by comparing the fit of the SS Gaussian to that of the DS Each motion type is represented by a different plot symbol shape. In two trial blocks, the 95% confidence interval did not include 0.5, these blocks are marked by an asterisk. The gray symbols indicate the AI was significantly different from zero at p G0.05, and the black symbols indicate a significant different at p G0.01. There was no correlation between the AI and the response to null stimuli (R=0.02, p=0.4).
Gaussian. The average sigma using the SS technique was 2.41. The average of the sigma in each direction using the DS technique was 2.56. Applying the t test to the SS and mean DS sigma, there was no significant difference (p90.1). Because the SS fit is a special case of the DS fit when sigma is the same in both directions, it would be expected that the DS method would always provide an equal or better fit to the data when characterized by goodness-of-fit measures such as sumsquared error. The AIC and BIC were applied to determine whether this improvement was sufficient to justify the addition of an extra parameter. In cases where a single subject was tested in multiple runs using the same conditions across multiple sessions, the average value of these runs was used. In 86% of runs, the AIC was improved and in 75% of runs the BIC was improved using the DS model. As expected, the DS model was more likely to be better when the direction specific sigmas were further apart. The larger sigma was 82% larger than that of the opposite direction when the DS model was favored but only 7% larger when the SS model was favored by the BIC. The difference between direction specific sigmas was more likely to be larger when the DS model was favored (pG0.001).
RESPONSE VARIABILITY
Thresholds were re-measured in a subset of subjects during different sessions. Frequently, one testing condition would be repeated from a prior session as a test of consistency. In nine subjects (#1, #8, #10, #11, #12, #17, #19, #20, and #21), blocks of trials were repeated in later sessions with similar conditions on a different day, and data from five of these subjects are shown in Figures 7 and 8 . Repeated blocks of trials are shown as separate data points in Figure 9 . The greatest number of repeat trial blocks was in subject #1 who had a moderate asymmetry in rightleft sway. Thresholds were independently determined on 11 sessions on 11 different days over an 18-month period. The thresholds remained stable in this subject and others with a consistent asymmetry on every day the subjects were tested (Fig. 7) . Trials from different days could be combined allowing a single curve to be fit to the data as shown in Figure 8 .
The issue of how reproducible the thresholds were when runs were repeated during subsequent testing sessions was addressed using ANOVA. The most number of repetitions (11) occurred in subject #1 for sway at 0.5 Hz. Applying a two-way ANOVA in this subject revealed a highly significant difference between rightward and leftward thresholds (pG0.0001) with the direction of motion accounting for 86% of the variance. The day of testing accounted for only 4% of the variance with a p value similar to chance (p=0.52) indicating the thresholds were highly reproducible over time in this subject. In seven subjects, a block of trials was repeated on at least 3 days. A twoway ANOVA was repeated in this subset of subjects using the thresholds determined during first 3 days of testing. In this larger group of subjects, there was a significant effect of movement direction (p=0.03). This occurred even though some subjects in whom thresholds were repeated did not have a significant asymmetry (i.e., subject #8 in yaw as shown in Figs. 7  and 8) . However, the direction of motion accounted for 24% of the total variance with the day of testing accounting for only 0.2% of the variance. The day of testing had no significant effect on direction specific threshold (p=0.87).
In a total of four subjects (#1, #8, #10, and #11), preliminary trial blocks were conducted that did not include opposite direction stimuli. In all of these subjects, the asymmetry in one or more conditions was equal or larger when opposite direction stimuli were included. Because of this difference, only blocks of trials including opposite direction stimuli were included in the experiment, and the preliminary trials are not reported. Data from repeated test conditions in all the subjects who had repeat trial blocks are shown using separate symbols in Figure 9 .
DIRECTIONAL ASYMMETRY IN THRESHOLDS
An asymmetry index (AI) was calculated to quantify the degree of directional asymmetry present in each subject. This index is the log-base-2 of the threshold in one direction relative to the opposite direction, such that a perfectly symmetric response would yield an AI of zero, and threshold twice as high in the positive direction when compared with the other would be 1, and four times as high would be 2. Negative values represent asymmetry in the other direction. These values were highly variable between subjects, but remained relatively consistent when re-tested in subsequent sessions (Fig. 9) . In these cases, the sessions were analyzed separately and the p values/AIs were the average from all sessions. When stimuli from multiple test sessions in the same subject and test condition were combined in this way, 14% of subjects for each test condition had a significant asymmetry at the p G0.01 level and 27% had a significant asymmetry at p G0.05 (Table 2) . Across the eight test conditions for each subject (i.e., if there were multiple sessions for one subject, only the average value for that subject was included), the average AI was −0.06±1.28 (mean±SD) with a root mean squared (RMS) of 1.37. Only two subjects demonstrated no significant asymmetries on any of the conditions that were tested. Thus, 92% of subjects demonstrated a significant asymmetry in at least one test type. When the p values for the differences in opposite directions were averaged during repeated tests of the same type within a subject, the average p value remained p G0.05 in 28% (range 0 to 75%, SD 23%) of test conditions within each subject. Thus, threshold asymmetries tended to be limited to a specific direction of motion rather than being ubiquitous within a given subject. with multiple sessions all with 0.5-Hz stimuli. Days shown were consecutive but occurred over as long as an 18-month period. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval. In most trials, auditory masking was delivered from speakers mounted on the platform. Trials in which there was masking delivered via head phones ( †) or no masking was delivered (*) were performed in subjects #1 and #10. The C column represents the data combined from all sessions and fit with a single function.
To evaluate if some test conditions produced a higher AI than others, the absolute value of the AI was determined for each subject and test condition. To prevent biases from subjects who completed a test type multiple times, only the average for each subject for that frequency and motion type was used. ANOVA revealed that neither frequency (0.5 or 1.0 Hz) nor motion type had a significant effect on AI (p90.1 for both).
Directional asymmetries occurred in some individuals and were generally not consistent across the population. The one possible exception to this is heave at 0.5 Hz when the mean threshold for upward motion was 5.7±2.3 cm/s and the threshold for down was 3.8±2.0 cm/s. These were of borderline significance (p=0.03). However, the difference may actually be overestimated because four subjects could not reliably identify the maximum stimulus in one direction during heave at 0.5 Hz, and this was in the down direction for three of these subjects. For the other testing conditions, the mean thresholds for the population were similar in both directions (p90.05 for all).
A mode of self-motion that tended to produce an asymmetry at 0.5 Hz in a subject also tended to be asymmetric at 1.0 Hz in that subject with a significant correlation (p=0.004) (Fig. 11 ) and a slope of 1.07 (95% CI 0.77-1.63). This demonstrates that asymme- tries can be consistently observed using these methods, even across different frequencies. The possibility that asymmetry might be correlated with guessing one direction more frequently than the other was investigated by plotting the AI against the fraction of positive responses (i.e., right, up, or forward) (Fig. 5 ), but these measures were poorly correlated (R=0.25) and the trend was not significant (Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient, p=0.13). In the two runs when the response to null stimuli was significantly different (pG0.05) than 50-50 (Fig. 5 , marked with asterisk), responses both showed an AI whose absolute value was less than unity so this bias was not the cause of a significant directional asymmetry.
THRESHOLDS OF TRANSLATION PERCEPTION
Mean thresholds for translation measured as a function of stimulus peak velocity at 0.5 Hz and thresholds could be determined in both directions are show. In subjects in whom same condition was tested multiple times, multiple data points are shown. Gray data points indicate that the threshold for that block of trials were significantly directionally asymmetric at the p G0.05 level, black data points indicate a significance of p G0.01. A positive AI indicates that the right, upward, or backward threshold was larger than the threshold in the opposite direction.
averaged across subjects and directions (with repeated conditions in one subject treated as a single value per individual) were 2.3±1.4, 2.3±1.7, and 4.8±1.4 cm/s for sway, surge, and heave, respectively (Fig. 10) . The thresholds at 1.0 Hz were significantly lower than those at 0.5 Hz (pG0.01 for all three) at 0.8±0.5, 0.9± 1.0, and 2.6±3.0 cm/s for sway, surge, and heave, respectively. The thresholds for sway and surge were not significantly different from each other (t test, p90.1 for both). Comparison between types of motion showed that thresholds for surge and sway were significantly lower than those for heave at both 0.5 and 1.0 Hz (pG0.01 for all).
When expressed in terms of peak acceleration, the influence of stimulus frequency was diminished. At 0.5 Hz, the thresholds were 3.6±2.2, 3.7±2.7, and 7.5± 3.8 cm/s/s for sway, surge, and heave, respectively. At 1.0 Hz, these thresholds were similar at 2.6±1.6, 3.0± 3.2, and 8.4±9.3 cm/s/s. In the acceleration domain, the differences by frequency were only significant for sway (pG0.01) and not for surge (p90.1) or heave (p=0.07).
THRESHOLDS OF ROTATION PERCEPTION
For yaw rotation, the mean thresholds were 1.3±0.9°/s at 0.5 Hz and 0.9±0.7°/s for 1.0 Hz (p90.1). When expressed as angular acceleration, the mean threshold at 0.5 Hz was 2.0±1.4°/s/s and at 1.0 Hz was 3.0± 2.3°/s/s, which was a statistically significant difference (p=0.01).
AGE EFFECTS
Examination of the data indicated that in many conditions, a subset of subjects older than age 50 demonstrated higher thresholds (Fig. 12) . For the purposes of analysis, patients were divided into two groups: under 50 and over 50.
Only one subject over age 50 performed the rotation thresholds at 1 Hz so it was not possible to form a useful comparison, although this subject had the highest threshold for that condition (2.5°/s). At 0.5 Hz, the group under 50 had a mean threshold of 1.2±0.7°/s and the other group's mean threshold was 1.5± 0.7°/s; however, this difference was not significant (p90.1).
Mean translational thresholds were higher in the group over 50 for both frequencies in every category (Table 3 ), although the difference was not significant for surge at 1 Hz. This supports the idea that otolith function deteriorates with age and shows that the decline can be seen in perceptual testing as well as physiologic studies.
There was no evidence that the AI was correlated with the subject's age. There was a poor correlation between age and the fraction of asymmetric trial blocks (R=0.04), which was not statistically significant (Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient, p=0.25). There was also a poor correlation when the average asymmetry for each subject was considered (R=0.18), which was also not significant (Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient, p90.5). Thus, although thresholds are higher in older individuals, the system is affected similarly in both directions and no increase in asymmetric responses is noted. Error bars represent ±1 SD.
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OTHER POTENTIAL EFFECTS
Gender had no significant effect on thresholds or the asymmetry index for any of the conditions tested. The potential effect of handedness was considered, but because only one subject was left handed (#17), it was not possible to make a meaningful comparison.
DISCUSSION
The primary motivation for this study was to establish norms of human vestibular perception that could be useful for diagnosis when compared to patients with vestibulopathy. There have been several prior studies that have established vestibular perceptual thresholds of healthy humans (Walsh 1961; Clark 1967; Gundry 1978; Melvill Jones and Young 1978; Gianna et al. 1996; Grabherr et al. 2008; MacNeilage et al. 2010; Mallery et al. 2010; Soyka et al. 2011) . However, these studies have not provided two important details: possible effects of aging and possible directional asymmetries. Prior work in the field has focused on a young population that almost never included subjects beyond the age of 40, even though it has been shown that age does effect perception of steady-state translation (Kingma 2005) . Because the prevalence of vestibular disorders is much higher after the age of 50 (Agrawal et al. 2009 ), there is a need for normative data in older individuals. Prior studies have not investigated possible dynamic asymmetries in normal perception beyond an observation that subjects were more likely to report uncertainty in direction when moving upward relative to downward (Benson et al. 1986 ). Other tests of vestibular function, such as the VOR and VEMP, consider asymmetry outside the normal range as an important diagnostic clue.
In experiments using psychophysics, there is often a tradeoff between the number of stimulus presentations (i.e., time required to complete an experiment) and the precision of the result. The method described here is relatively rapid compared to some that have been described previously. Because a goal of this research was to develop a technique that could be applied to clinical populations, maximizing efficiency was important. Typically more than 55 stimulus presentations per psychometric function are required to obtain good quality psychometric fits (Wichmann and Hill 2001a) . However, our aim was to develop a technique that would be feasible in a clinical setting. In order to reduce testing time, we limited the number of stimulus presentations. The consequence, in terms of variability in threshold measures obtained, can be observed in the data from subjects who were tested multiple times (Figs. 7 and 8) and in the data collected at both frequencies (Fig. 11) . Based on repeated measurements and ANOVA of the direction specific thresholds in a subset of subjects (Figs. 7, 8 , and 12), we found that thresholds determined by the technique varied little between testing sessions.
There is now some consensus on the range of normal perceptual thresholds (Merfeld 2011). The threshold for yaw rotation in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 Hz has recently been reported near 0.7°/s (Grabherr et al. 2008) . The mean values at 0.3 Hz were previously reported as 1.5°/s . In our cohort, the mean thresholds for rotation were 1.3±0.9°/s at 0.5 Hz, and 0.9±0.7°/s for 1.0 Hz (p90.1), which is within the range of these prior reports. The slightly higher thresholds in our study relative to that found by Grabherr et al. may be because our cohort includes individuals significantly older than those in the earlier study, making these thresholds more generalizable to the population.
Most recent studies have reported thresholds of linear motion perception in acceleration. At 0.3 Hz, the threshold of 15.4 cm/s/s for supine patients about a dorsal-ventral axis and 5.7 cm/s/s in sway were reported (Benson et al. 1986 ). At 0.5 Hz, the thresholds in this study were near 8 cm/s/s for heave and 4 cm/s/s surge and sway. MacNeilage et al. reported thresholds of 9.7 and 6.3 cm/s/s in heave and sway, respectively, which is also similar to the current findings (MacNeilage et al. 2010 ). The MacNeilage et al. paper looked for asymmetries at the population level and did not find them, although individual asymmetries were not reported. 
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PERCEPTUAL ASYMMETRIES
A common assumption of perceptual psychophysics is that the psychometric function is symmetric about a mean value. This assumption has been successfully challenged for contrast sensitivity (Burkhardt et al. 1984 ; Garcia-Perez and Alcala-Quintana 2009) and time perception (Wackermann and Spati 2006) . However, symmetry is still assumed in the experimental design and analysis of most psychophysical experiments (Treutwein 1995; Leek 2001; Macmillan and Creelman 2005) . In many prior vestibular perception studies, it has been assumed in both the design of the experiment and analysis of the responses that perceptual thresholds are similar in opposite directions of movement (Melvill Jones and Young 1978; Grabherr et al. 2008; MacNeilage et al. 2010) . Directional asymmetries in vestibular reflexes are the basis of clinically useful tests such as caloric responses (Bárány 1921; Becker 1979; Jacobson and Means 1985) , head thrust (Halmagyi and Curthoys 1988) , vertical axis rotation (Baloh et al. 1977) , and VEMP (Welgampola and Colebatch 2005). Measurement of subjective visual vertical during static testing and off axis rotation has also been used to detect asymmetries in otolith function (Kingma 2006) . This testing measures the static response to a constant acceleration such as gravity.
Perceptual asymmetries may occur due to either bias or directional differences in dynamic sensitivity. Response bias is a common problem in forced choice experiments, and several methods of measuring it have been proposed (Macmillan and Creelman 2005) . A recent review of vestibular psychophysics has hypothesized that asymmetries in motion perception may be due to bias (Merfeld 2011), but the only data cited are two subjects who were excluded from the author's prior study and have not been published. Most calculations of response bias make an assumption that the underlying psychometric function is symmetric about the mean, which is not appropriate given the current evidence provided in this study. To measure response bias as directly as possible, we decided to measure the response in the absence of a stimulus. Preliminary results demonstrated that subjects were able to easily determine when no stimulus was delivered due to the absence of subtle vibration and sound cues that typically occurred with stimulus delivery. Subsequently, a null stimulus was designed that produced similar vibration and sound but no net motion. These results indicated that subjects tended to guess both directions about equally, and when bias was present, it was not associated with an asymmetry (Fig. 6) .
There is additional evidence that these asymmetries are not due to response bias alone. All subjects tended to have asymmetries only during a subset of test conditions. If these asymmetries were due to preferential guessing, they would be likely to occur in all test conditions for that subject. When subjects were tested with the same parameters in multiple sessions, ANOVA indicated that the day of testing accounted for a minimal amount of variation in the threshold determinations. Thus, thresholds even when asymmetric tended to be consistent across multiple days when the same condition was tested, so this phenomenon is unlikely due to chance (Figs. 7, 8, and 12) .
Finally, a bias implies that subjects perceive they are in motion even when they are stationary, which is, in essence, vertigo. Although this occurs pathologically, it is not commonly perceived in normal subjects.
In the current data, the BIC indicates that directional specific DS Guassian better explains the responses than a SS Guassian in three quarters of trial blocks, and the rate is even higher when the AIC is used. Even when a SS Guassian is used to fit data that is clearly asymmetric (Fig. 4) , the best fit includes only a small bias. This paper presents a method for determining direction specific vestibular thresholds by using separate direction specific staircases and fitting separate psychometric functions to responses in each direction, which is novel to the vestibular field. These results indicate that vestibular perception thresholds are direction specific in a fraction of healthy people (Fig. 6) and that, when present, asymmetries are consistently found during subsequent sessions (Figs. 7  and 8 ). However, when responses are averaged over the study population, most responses are symmetric (Fig. 10) . Interestingly, the one condition where a systematic asymmetry was present was for heave at 0.5 Hz, where most subjects were more sensitive to downward motion. This is a similar finding with a comparable marginal level of significance as previously reported using a different technique (Benson et al. 1986) . A significant directional asymmetry in threshold was found 27% of the trial blocks and in at least one stimulus type in 92% of the subjects tested. These results indicate that such asymmetries are common and do not indicate vestibular pathology. The true incidence of directional asymmetries probably depends on how hard one looks for them. Increasing the number of stimulus presentations in each run and decreasing the step size in the staircase would allow more statistical power and perhaps demonstrate that smaller asymmetries are actually significant.
The origin of these perceptual asymmetries is unclear. Directionally asymmetric responses in the semicircular canals are well known as Ewald's second law (Ewald 1892). However, these asymmetries have been studied almost exclusively during high velocity rotation, well above the threshold of perception. In addition, the asymmetry in the vestibulo-ocular reflex is minimal for low velocity rotation (Baloh et al. 1977; Katsarkas et al. 1995) .
Some evidence exists that the otolith-based vestibular reflexes may be asymmetric. The medial area of the utricle is larger than the lateral area in humans (Rosenhall 1972) and three quarters of the neurons respond preferentially to ipsilateral tilt in monkeys (Fernandez and Goldberg 1976) . Transient linear motion produces a linear VOR (LVOR) which is commonly asymmetric at high accelerations in healthy humans (Lempert et al. 1998; Crane et al. 2003) and more asymmetric after an acute unilateral vestibular lesion, although symmetry returns to the normal range over time (Lempert et al. 1998) .
It is possible that the asymmetries seen in this study originate in the peripheral semicircular canals and otolith organs. Such asymmetries are likely well tolerated during daily activities because the vestibular system does not need a high degree of accuracy when responding to very low velocity stimuli such as those used in this study. It is likely that, when present, factors such as vision and proprioception play the predominate role in this domain.
THE EFFECT OF AGING
Age-related changes have previously been described for other tests of otolith function such as the LVOR in which age increases the latency of the response and decreases the sensitivity (Tian et al. 2002) . In the study by Tian et al., subjects in their sixth decade had an LVOR sensitivity 56% of that seen in subjects in their twenties. The VEMP, which uses audio clicks to stimulate the sacculus, also declines with age (Nguyen et al. 2010) . In comparing cervical (cVEMP) and ocular (oVEMP) results between subjects in their twenties and those older than 50, the amplitude of both responses was decreased by half in the older group. Perception of sinusoids in surge has been shown to decline with age, but no effect of age was seen with lateral motion (Kingma 2005) . These prior axis dependent effects have been difficult to interpret because the thresholds found by Kingma et al. were significantly lower than those found by others (Benson et al. 1986; Gianna et al. 1996 ). In the current study, translational thresholds doubled on average after the age of 50 (Table 3) for all three directions of translation, which is similar to the studies of the LVOR and VEMP and consistent with utricular and saccular function decreasing by half.
The gain of the angular VOR in response to rapid whole body rotation decreases to an average of 87% that achieved in the second decade by the sixth decade . Another study of the angular VOR in response to yaw stimuli of 60 to 100°/s found responses in subjects older than 75 years to be 89% of the response of people age 18 to 39, but the difference was not significant (Baloh et al. 1993) . Dynamic visual acuity with head rotation, which is test of the angular VOR as well as vision, also declines with age (Viciana et al. 2010) . Thus, although angular VOR function declines with age, the decline is small compared with that seen in the LVOR and VEMP. In the current study, the perceptual thresholds of yaw rotation mirrored the effects of age for vestibular reflexes. The younger subjects had thresholds 80% of those in the older group, an effect of age that was not significant.
